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About This Content

This outfit dresses Lara up as a classic 1930s adventurer, bomber jacket and all (single player outfit). 5d3b920ae0

Title: Tomb Raider: Aviatrix Skin
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Crystal Dynamics, Feral Interactive (Mac), Feral Interactive (Linux)
Publisher:
Square Enix, Feral Interactive 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista,7,8 (32bit/64bit)

Processor:Dual core CPU: AMD Athlon64 X2 2.1 Ghz (4050+), I

English,German,French,Italian,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Russian,Polish,Dutch,Czech,Arabic

tomb raider aviatrix skin. tomb raider aviatrix skin

best looking skin out the dlc's. Lara looks like a professional raider in this skin.. DLC verdict: Don't get it OR Get it in the
bundle with the base game Comment: It is just a new skin which you can change at the camp fires. However, it does not reflect
the injuries Lara receives (unlike her default skin) so it is very immersion breaking. But it is part of the GOTY edition so you
could get this through buying that version. ------------------------------------------------------------------ If you liked this DLC review
you can find more in my Review Corner .. This reminds me of Alan Wake, looking for treasures in ghostly tombs.. I wanted
Lara Croft in a cool jacket. I got Lara Croft in a cool jacket. It's exactly what it seems to be, and while the outfit remains
undamaged throughout the story mode, I didn't notice this as an issue because all dirt, grime, blood and injuries sustained over
the story are in effect anyways. Not the best investment in the world, obviously, but a neat little cosmetic something that's pretty
well done.. Given some of the cold locations in this game I'm sure Lara would appreciated a jacket however given this is just a
game it is purely a pointless visual change. Also this outfit does not get damaged as the game progresses in the way the default
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outfit does.
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